Crossroad Farms 11th Annual Bull and Female Sale
Shell Lake, SK
February 22, 2017
Auctioneer: Steve Dorran

Sale Summary:
72 Yearling Simmental Bulls  av. $9,660
18 Open Replacement Heifers  av. $4,486
Gross: $776,250

High Selling Lots:
Lot 48 Crossroad Sirius 78D $30,000
S: Sibelle Spartacus 8A
DS: Crossroad Sinatra 557S
Buyer: Rafter 4T Farms

Lot 3 Crossroad Voltage 414D $20,000
S: LFE Vegas 3145A
DS: Kop Crosby 137W
Buyer: Cattle Creek Crossing

Lot 2 Crossroad Walker 52D $20,000
S: CMS BMD Paparazzi 20SZ
DS: Remington Red Label 793U
Buyer: Windmill Stock Farm

Lot 14 Crossroad Discovery 77D $16,000
S: Crossroad Degree 294A
DS: Gidsco Appollo 3F
Buyer: Stolson Farms

Lot 13 Crossroad Dimension 437D $15,000
S: Crossroad Degree 294A
DS: MFI Cornerstone 7187
Buyer: Jeff Weal

Lot 14 Crossroad Validate 24D $15,000
S: LFE Vegas 3145A
DS: LFE 322U
Buyer: Crocus Cattle Co.